Data Release: Housing starts and permits both above 1.1 million in April

- Housing starts increased by 191k to an annualized pace of 1.135 million in April, beating expectations for a rebound to 1.015 million. Revisions for recent months added another 34k to the 2015 tally.
- Building permits were also higher, rising to 1.143 million annualized, nearly 80k more than expected.
- Single family starts were 105k higher at 733k annualized. Multifamily starts rebounded by 86k to 402k annualized.
- Gains were led by the Northeast (+85k), West (+78k) and Midwest (+37k) while homebuilding in the South pulled back 9k.

Key Implications

- This is exactly the kind of report we were hoping to see. After a couple of slow months housing starts came back with a vengeance, rising to their highest levels of the recovery with some positive revisions to boot. Making this report all the more positive was the solid tick up in permits, which suggests that the pace of homebuilding should continue to improve, with both starts and permits above 1.1 million for the first time during the recovery.
- The pickup in April suggests that the slowdown in February and March was primarily related to a harsh winter. This notion is corroborated by the gains in activity experienced in the Northeast and Midwest regions – both of which bore the brunt of the poor weather in February and March.
- The good news did not stop there. The single family segment, which has lagged substantially, rose across all regions and registered its highest level of homebuilding of the recovery.
- This report should help to assuage fears over the slowdown experienced by the U.S. economy in recent months. The revisions to housing starts suggest an additional 0.1 percentage points in contribution from residential investment to Q1 growth. While this will not prevent the first-quarter economic numbers from indicating what will most likely be a sizeable contraction – given that the economy had to contend with drag from net exports and a decline in energy-related investment – it would appear that the more domestic-oriented sectors will begin to pull their weight after all.
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